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(57) Abstract: A method (of operating an end node) includes: wirelessly receiving an instance of a non-hopping beacon signal, B,
periodically-transmitted from a central node; interpreting a frequency-block hopping guide (FBHG) according to FN(i) and IDCN
thereby to determine a corresponding set, CSET(i), of at least two channels available to the end node for transmission, respectively,
during frame FN(i); selecting, at least pseudo-randomly, at least one channel amongst the corresponding set CSET(i); and wirelessly
transmitting at least one message from the end node using the at least one selected channel, respectively. Each instance B(i) includes:
a corresponding frame number, FN(i); and an identification, IDCN, of the central node. The FBHG establishes: a total of L frames; a
set of channels CSET for each frame, respectively; and that, for any two consecutive ones of the L frames, FN j) and FN(j+l), the
corresponding sets CSETO) and CSETO+1) will be different, CSETO) ≠ CSET(j+l).



TITLE

FREQUENCY-BLOCK HOPPING

CROSS-REFERENCE T O RELATED APPLICATION

[oooi] This international application claims the priority of an earlier patent

application, namely, U.S. Patent Application No. 14/728,411, filed on June 2, 2015,

which is hereby incorporated in its entirety by reference herein such that where an

element of this international application referred to in Article ll(l)(iii)(d) or (e) or a

part of the description, claims or drawings referred to in Rule 20.5(a) is not

otherwise contained in this international application but is completely contained in

U.S. Patent Application No. 14/728,411, then that element or part is incorporated by

reference in this international application for the purposes of Rule 20.6.

FIELD

[0002] Embodiments of the present invention relate to methods and apparatus

for operating one of a plurality of end nodes to wirelessly communicate with a

central node over an unlicensed spectrum, and for operating a central node to

wirelessly communicate with instances of the end node over the unlicensed

spectrum.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Circa 2009, the Internet was in a stage of its evolution in which the

backbone (routers and servers) was connected to fringe nodes formed primarily by

personal computers. At that time, Kevin Ashton (among others) looked ahead to the

next stage in the Internet's evolution, which he described as the Internet of Things

("IoT"). I n his article, "That 'Internet of Things' Thing," RFID Journal, July 22, 2009,

he describes the circa-2009-Internet as almost wholly dependent upon human

interaction, i.e., he asserts that nearly all of the data then available on the internet

was generated by data-capture/data-creation chains of events each of which



included human interaction, e.g., typing, pressing a record button, taking a digital

picture, or scanning a bar code. In the evolution of the Internet, such dependence

upon human interaction as a link in each chain of data-capture and/or data-

generation is a bottleneck. To deal with the bottleneck, Ashton suggested adapting

internet-connected computers by providing them with data-capture and/or data-

generation capability, thereby eliminating human interaction from a substantial

portion of the data-capture/data-creation chains of events.

[0004] I n the context of the IoT, a thing can be a natural or man-made object to

which is assigned a unique ID/address and which is configured with the ability to

capture and/or create data and transfer that data over a network. Relative to the

IoT, a thing can be, e.g., a person with a heart monitor implant, a farm animal with

a biochip transponder, an automobile that has built-in sensors to alert the driver

when tire pressure is low, field operation devices that assist fire-fighters in search

and rescue, personal biometric monitors woven into clothing that interact with

thermostat systems and lighting systems to control HVAC and illumination conditions

in a room continuously and imperceptibly, a refrigerator that is "aware" of its

suitably tagged contents that can both plan a variety of menus from the food

actually present therein and warn users of stale or spoiled food, etc.

[0005] I n the post-2009 evolution of the Internet towards the IoT, a segment

that has experienced major growth is that of small, inexpensive, networked

processing devices, distributed at all scales throughout everyday life. Of those, many

are configured for everyday/commonplace purposes. For the IoT, the fringe nodes

will be comprised substantially of such small devices.

[0006] Within the small-device segment, the sub-segment that has the greatest

growth potential is embedded, low-power, wireless devices. Examples of low-power,

low-bandwidth wireless networks include those compliant with the IEEE 802. 15.4

standard, the "Zigbee protocol," the 6L0WPAN standard, the LoRaWAN standard (as

standardized by the LoRa™ Alliance), etc. Such networks are described as

comprising the Wireless Embedded Internet ("WET"), which is a subset of IoT.

[0007] Most of the WET operates in portions of the RF spectrum that are

unlicensed by a government's regulatory authority. Examples of unlicensed



spectrums include the industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) radio bands reserved

internationally for the use of radio frequency (RF) energy for industrial, scientific and

medical purposes other than telecommunications, e.g., as regulated in the U.S.A. by

FCC Part 15, with such regulations including requirements/constraints on frequency

hopping, etc. An example of a telecommunications technique used in the 915 MHz

ISM band is the LoRa™ modulation format that is included in the LoRaWAN

standard. The LoRa™ modulation format can be described as a frequency modulated

("FM") chirp that is based on the generation of a stable chirp using a fractional-N

("fracN") phase-locked loop ("PLL"). Core LoRa™ technology is described in U.S.

Patent No. 7791415, which is assigned to Semtech™ Corporation. It is noted that

the LoRa™ modulation format does not itself describe system functionality above the

physical layer, i.e., above the RF medium.

[0008] It was assumed that Moore's law would advance computing and

communication capabilities so rapidly that soon any embedded device could

implement IP protocols, even the embedded, low-power, wireless devices of the

WET. Alas, this has not proven true for cheap, low-power microcontrollers and low-

power wireless radio technologies. The vast majority of simple embedded devices

still make use of 8-bit and 16-bit microcontrollers with very limited memory because

they are low-power, small and cheap.

[0009] For operation in the unlicensed spectrum, there are two conventional

hopping schemes. It is assumed that a maximum of Q channels can be used for

uplink (transmission from an end node to a central node).

[ooio] I n the first conventional hopping scheme, there is no hopping

synchronization between the central node and the end nodes. Accordingly, the first

conventional hopping scheme can be described as a zero hopping-synchronization

scheme. For the first conventional hopping scheme, because the central node does

not know over which of the Q uplink channels the end nodes will transmit uplink

messages, the central node must listen for a transmission on each of the Q uplink

channels during each frame. Arrangements in which 'all-channel listening' has been

implemented include: an all-physical arrangement in which the central node is

provided with Q physical receivers so that the central node can listen concurrently



on all Q uplink channels; and a partly-physical/partly-virtual arrangement in which

the central node is provided with X physical receivers, where X is an integer and 1 <

X < Q. Under either arrangement, there is zero hopping synchronization,

[ooii] Under the partly-physical/partly-virtual arrangement, the central node is

provided with a buffer to record all transmissions (if any) with a given frame. Each

of the X physical receivers is allotted a fraction Q/X of the Q uplink channels. For a

given frame and for each of the X physical receivers, the following process is iterated

over d where d is an integer and 0 < d < (Q/X-l): a given physical receiver is tuned

to one of the channels CH(d) in its allotment of Q/N uplink channels and then listens

the corresponding recording for a transmission on CH(d). Under the case where

where X=l, the allotment is Q/X = Q such that the iterative process is iterated Q

times.

[0012] In the second conventional hopping scheme: it is further assumed that

there are V end nodes, where V is an integer and 2 < V. Accordingly, for the second

conventional hopping scheme, the central node is provided with V receivers because

there are V end nodes such that there is one receiver for each end node. To ensure

synchronization for the second hopping scheme, each of the V pairings of the central

node with one of the V end nodes is provided with its own hopping plan,

respectively, such that there are V distinct hopping plans. The second conventional

hopping scheme can be described as a complete hopping-synchronization scheme.

SUMMARY

[0013] It is to be understood that both the following summary and the detailed

description are exemplary and explanatory and are intended to provide further

explanation of the present invention as claimed. Neither the summary nor the

description that follows is intended to define or limit the scope of the present

invention to the particular features mentioned in the summary or in the description.

Rather, the scope of the present invention is defined by the appended claims.

[0014] In certain embodiments, the disclosed embodiments may include one or

more of the features described herein.



[0015] An aspect of the present invention provides a method of operating one of

a plurality of end nodes to communicate with a central node over an unlicensed

spectrum, the method comprising receiving, interpreting, selecting and wirelessly

transmitting. In particular, the receiving includes wirelessly receiving, an instance of

a non-hopping beacon signal, B, periodically-transmitted from the central node. Each

instance B(i) of the beacon signal includes: a frame number, FN(i), of a frame

corresponding thereto; and an identification, IDCN, of the central node. In particular,

the interpreting includes interpreting a frequency-block hopping guide according to

the frame number FN(i) and the identification IDCN thereby to determine a

corresponding set, CSET(i), of at least two channels available to the end node for

transmission thereover, respectively, during the frame number FN(i). The frequency-

block hopping guide establishes: a total of L frames; a set of channels CSET for each

frame, respectively; and that, for any two consecutive ones of the L frames, FN(j)

and FN(j+l), the corresponding sets CSET(j) and CSETQ+1) will be different,

CSET(j) ≠ CSETO+1). In particular, the selecting includes selecting, at least pseudo-

randomly, at least one channel amongst the corresponding set CSET(i). In particular,

the wirelessly transmitting includes wirelessly transmitting at least one message

from the end node using the at least one selected channel, respectively. It is noted

that i and j are non-negative integers, L is an integer and 2 < L.

[0016] Another aspect of the present invention provides an end node configured

to communicate with a central node over an unlicensed spectrum. Such an end node

comprises: a wireless unit; a wireless interface; an interpreter; a channel selector;

and a message generator. The wireless unit is configured to receive and transmit

messages, respectively. The wireless interface is configured to receive, via the

wireless unit, an instance of a non-hopping beacon signal, B, periodically-transmitted

from the central node. Each instance B(i) of the beacon signal includes: a frame

number, FN(i), of a frame corresponding thereto; and an identification, IDCN,

of the central node. The interpreter is configured to interpret a frequency-block

hopping guide according to the frame number FN(i) and the identification IDCN

thereby to determine a corresponding set, CSET(i), of at least two channels available

to the end node for transmission thereover during the fame number FN(i),



respectively. The frequency-block hopping guide establishes: a total of L frames; a

set of channels CSET for each frame, respectively; and that, for any two consecutive

ones of the L frames, FN(j) and FN(j+l), the corresponding sets CSET(j) and

CSET(j+l) will be different, CSET(j) ≠ CSET(j+l). The channel selector is configured

to select, at least pseudo-randomly, at least one channel amongst the corresponding

set CSET(i). The message generator is configured to generate at least one message

using the at least one selected channel, respectively. Also, the wireless interface is

further configured at least to transmit, via the wireless unit, at least one message

using the at least one selected channel, respectively. It is noted that i and j are non-

negative integers, L is an integer and 2 < L.

[0017] Yet another aspect of the present invention provides a method of

operating a central node to wirelessly communicate with instances of an end node,

the method comprising: determining; generating; transmitting, interpreting; and

listening. The determining includes determining a frame number, FN(i). The

generating includes generating periodically an instance, B(i), of a non-hopping

beacon signal which includes: the frame number, FN(i); and an identification, IDCN,

of the central node. The transmitting includes transmitting the instance B(i) of the

beacon signal to the instances of the end node thereby starting an elapse of time

corresponding to the frame number FN(i). The interpreting includes interpreting a

frequency-block hopping guide according to the frame number FN(i) and the

identification IDCN thereby to determine a corresponding set, CSET(i), of at least

two channels available to the instances of the end node for transmission thereover,

respectively, during the frame number FN(i). The frequency-block hopping guide

establishes: a total of L frames; a set of channels CSET for each frame, respectively;

and that, for any two consecutive ones of the L frames, FN(j) and FNQ+1), the

corresponding sets CSET(j) and CSET(j+l) will be different, CSET(j) ≠ CSET(j+l).

The listening includes listening, during the frame number FN(i), on each of the at

least two channels in the corresponding set CSET(i) for one or more transmissions

from one or more of the instances of the end nodes, respectively. It is noted that i

and j are non-negative integers, L is an integer and 2 < L.

[0018] Yet another aspect of the present invention provides a central node

configured to wirelessly communicate with instances of an end node, the central



node comprising: a frame tracker; a beacon-signal generator; a wireless unit; a

wireless interface; and an interpreter. The frame tracker is configured to determine

a frame number, FN(i). The beacon-signal generator is configured to generate

periodically an instance, B(i), of a non-hopping beacon signal which includes: the

frame number, FN(i); and an identification, IDCN, of the central node. The wireless

unit is configured to receive and transmit messages, respectively. The wireless

interface is configured to transmit, via the wireless unit, the instance B(i) of the

beacon signal to the instances of the end node thereby starting an elapse of time

corresponding to the frame number FN(i). The interpreter is configured to interpret a

frequency-block hopping guide according to the frame number FN(i) and the

identification IDCN thereby to determine a corresponding set, CSET(i), of at least

two channels available to the instances of the end node for transmission thereover,

respectively, during the frame number FN(i). The frequency-block hopping guide

establishes: at total of L frames; a set of channels CSET for each frame,

respectively; and that, for any two consecutive ones of the L frames, FN(j) and

FN(j+l), the corresponding sets CSET(j) and CSET(j+l) will be different, CSET(j) ≠

CSETQ+1). The wireless interface is further configured at least to listen via the at

least two receivers, during the frame number FN(i), on each of the at least two

channels in the corresponding set CSET(i) for one or more transmissions from one or

more of the instances of the end nodes, respectively. It is noted that i and j are non-

negative integers, L is an integer and 2 < L.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0019] The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated herein and form a

part of the specification, illustrate exemplary embodiments and, together with the

description, further serve to enable a person skilled in the pertinent art to make and

use these embodiments and others that will be apparent to those skilled in the art.

Embodiments of the present invention will be more particularly described in

conjunction with the following drawings wherein:

[0020] FIG. 1A is a block diagram of a wireless network, for example, a long-

range, low-power network, according to an embodiment of the present invention,

wherein FIG. 1A emphasizes physical unit and functional unit configurations;



[0021] FIG. I B is a block diagram illustrating the physical units and the functional

units of a central node (e.g., the central node of FIG. 1A) in more detail, according

to an embodiment of the present invention;

[0022] FIG. 2 is a communication-layer diagram illustrating the path of flow

during an instance of a communication session between a central node and an

instance of an end node, according to an embodiment of the present invention;

[0023] FIG. 3 is a two-dimensional plot illustrating an example of how blocks of

contiguous frequencies hop from one frame to the next based on a frequency-block

hopping guide, according to an embodiment of the present invention;

[0024] FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating species and implementation examples

of a frequency-block hopping guide, plus derivational flow therebetween,

respectively, according to an embodiment of the present invention;

[0025] FIG. 5A is a particular implementation example of a frequency-block

hopping map (which itself is a species of a frequency-block hopping guide),

according to an embodiment of the present invention;

[0026] FIG. 5B is a particular implementation example of frequency-block hopping

schedule (which itself is a species of a frequency-block hopping guide), according to

an embodiment of the present invention;

[0027] FIG. 6A is a flowchart illustrating a method of operating one instance of

the end node to wirelessly communicate with the central node over an unlicensed

spectrum, according to an embodiment of the present invention;

[0028] FIG. 6B is a flowchart illustrating a method of how an instance of the end

node interprets a frequency-block hopping guide, according to an embodiment of

the present invention;

[0029] FIG. 7A is a flowchart illustrating a method of operating the central node

to wirelessly communicate with instances of the end node over an unlicensed

spectrum, according to an embodiment of the present invention; and

[0030] FIG. 7B is a flowchart illustrating a method of how the central node

interprets a frequency-block hopping guide, according to an embodiment of the

present invention.



DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0031] Embodiments of the present invention will now be disclosed in terms of

various exemplary embodiments. This specification discloses one or more

embodiments that incorporate features of the present invention. The embodiment(s)

described, and references in the specification to "one embodiment", "an

embodiment", "an example embodiment", etc., indicate that the embodiment(s)

described may include a particular feature, structure, or characteristic. Such phrases

are not necessarily referring to the same embodiment. The skilled artisan will

appreciate that a particular feature, structure, or characteristic described in

connection with one embodiment is not necessarily limited to that embodiment but

typically has relevance and applicability to one or more other embodiments.

[0032] In the several figures, like reference numerals may be used for like

elements having like functions even in different drawings. The embodiments

described, and their detailed construction and elements, are merely provided to

assist in a comprehensive understanding of the present invention. Thus, it is

apparent that the present invention can be carried out in a variety of ways, and does

not require any of the specific features described herein. Also, well-known functions

or constructions are not described in detail since they would obscure the present

invention with unnecessary detail.

[0033] The description is not to be taken in a limiting sense, but is made merely

for the purpose of illustrating the general principles of the present invention, since

the scope of the present invention is best defined by the appended claims.

[0034] It should also be noted that in some alternative implementations, the

blocks in a flowchart, the communications in a sequence-diagram, the states in a

state-diagram, etc., may occur out of the orders illustrated in the figures. That is,

the illustrated orders of the blocks/communications/states are not intended to be

limiting. Rather, the illustrated blocks/communications/states may be reordered into

any suitable order, and some of the blocks/communications/states could occur

simultaneously.

[0035] All definitions, as defined and used herein, should be understood to

control over dictionary definitions, definitions in documents incorporated by

reference, and/or ordinary meanings of the defined terms.



[0036] The indefinite articles "a" and "an," as used herein in the specification and

in the claims, unless clearly indicated to the contrary, should be understood to mean

"at least one."

[0037] The phrase "and/or," as used herein in the specification and in the claims,

should be understood to mean "either or both" of the elements so conjoined, i.e.,

elements that are conjunctively present in some cases and disjunctively present in

other cases. Multiple elements listed with "and/or" should be construed in the same

fashion, i.e., "one or more" of the elements so conjoined. Other elements may

optionally be present other than the elements specifically identified by the "and/or"

clause, whether related or unrelated to those elements specifically identified. Thus,

as a non-limiting example, a reference to "A and/or B", when used in conjunction

with open-ended language such as "comprising" can refer, in one embodiment, to A

only (optionally including elements other than B); in another embodiment, to B only

(optionally including elements other than A); in yet another embodiment, to both A

and B (optionally including other elements); etc.

[0038] As used herein in the specification and in the claims, "or" should be

understood to have the same meaning as "and/or" as defined above. For example,

when separating items in a list, "or" or "and/or" shall be interpreted as being

inclusive, i.e., the inclusion of at least one, but also including more than one, of a

number or list of elements, and, optionally, additional unlisted items. Only terms

clearly indicated to the contrary, such as "only one of or "exactly one of," or, when

used in the claims, "consisting of," will refer to the inclusion of exactly one element

of a number or list of elements. In general, the term "or" as used herein shall only

be interpreted as indicating exclusive alternatives (i.e. "one or the other but not

both") when preceded by terms of exclusivity, such as "either," "one of," "only one

of," or "exactly one of "Consisting essentially of," when used in the claims, shall

have its ordinary meaning as used in the field of patent law.

[0039] As used herein in the specification and in the claims, the phrase "at least

one," in reference to a list of one or more elements, should be understood to mean

at least one element selected from any one or more of the elements in the list of

elements, but not necessarily including at least one of each and every element

specifically listed within the list of elements and not excluding any combinations of



elements in the list of elements. This definition also allows that elements may

optionally be present other than the elements specifically identified within the list of

elements to which the phrase "at least one" refers, whether related or unrelated to

those elements specifically identified. Thus, as a non-limiting example, "at least one

of A and B" (or, equivalently, "at least one of A or B," or, equivalently "at least one

of A and/or B") can refer, in one embodiment, to at least one, optionally including

more than one, A, with no B present (and optionally including elements other than

B); in another embodiment, to at least one, optionally including more than one, B,

with no A present (and optionally including elements other than A); in yet another

embodiment, to at least one, optionally including more than one, A, and at least

one, optionally including more than one, B (and optionally including other elements);

etc.

[0040] In the claims, as well as in the specification above, all transitional phrases

such as "comprising," "including," "carrying," "having," "containing," "involving,"

"holding," "composed of," and the like are to be understood to be open-ended, i.e.,

to mean including but not limited to. Only the transitional phrases "consisting of"

and "consisting essentially of" shall be closed or semi-closed transitional phrases,

respectively, as set forth in the United States Patent Office Manual of Patent

Examining Procedures, Section 2111.03.

[0041] It will be understood that, although the terms first, second, etc. may be

used herein to describe various elements, these elements should not be limited by

these terms. These terms are only used to distinguish one element from another.

For example, a first element could be termed a second element, and, similarly, a

second element could be termed a first element, without departing from the scope

of example embodiments. As used herein, the term "and/or" includes any and all

combinations of one or more of the associated listed items. As used herein, the

singular forms "a", "an" and "the" are intended to include the plural forms as well,

unless the context clearly indicates otherwise.

[0042] The word "exemplary" is used herein to mean "serving as an example,

instance, or illustration." Any embodiment described herein as "exemplary" is not

necessarily to be construed as preferred or advantageous over other embodiments.



Additionally, all embodiments described herein should be considered exemplary

unless otherwise stated.

[0043] The word "network" is used herein to mean one or more conventional or

proprietary networks using an appropriate network data transmission protocol.

Examples of such networks include, PSTN, LAN, WAN, WiFi, WiMax, Internet, World

Wide Web, Ethernet, other wireless networks, and the like.

[0044] The phrase "wireless device" is used herein to mean one or more

conventional or proprietary devices using radio frequency transmission techniques.

Examples of such wireless devices include cellular telephones, desktop computers,

laptop computers, handheld computers, electronic games, portable digital assistants,

MP3 players, DVD players, or the like.

[0045] I n developing embodiments of the present invention, among other things,

one or more of the inventors thereof:

• realized, regarding operation in an unlicensed spectrum according to the first

conventional hopping scheme (also described as a zero hopping-

synchronization scheme), that:

o relative to the partly-physical/partly-virtual arrangement, the all-

physical arrangement does not require the buffer and enjoys a

technical effect of being faster because the iterative process is not

needed, but is more expensive because it requires Q physical receivers,

one for each of the Q uplink channels;

o relative to the all-physical arrangement, the partly-physical/partly-

virtual arrangement is less expensive because it requires only X

physical receivers, where X is an integer and 1 < X < Q, but suffers a

technical effect of being slower because of the above-noted iterative

process used to listen across the Q uplink channels;

o any simplicity benefit of the central node not having to be hopping-

synchronized with the end nodes is outweighed by the disadvantage

(under either the all-physical arrangement or the partly-physical/partly-

virtual arrangement) of having to provide Q discrete instances of

tuning a physical receiver to a channel for each frame (which is more



costly at least in terms of hardware under the all-physical arrangement

and which is more costly at least in terms of complexity and slower

performance under the partly-physical/partly-virtual arrangement);

• realized, regarding operation in an unlicensed spectrum according to the

second conventional hopping scheme (also described as a complete hopping-

synchronization scheme), that any cost savings (relative to the first

conventional hopping scheme) of only having to provide the central node with

V receivers (corresponding to the number V of end nodes) is negated by

technical effects of increased synchronizing complexity and operational

overhead associated with having to provide each of the V pairings of the

central node and the V end nodes with its own hopping plan, respectively,

such that there are V distinct hopping plans;

• realized that a technical effect in terms of a better balance between hardware

cost (in terms of the number of receivers required, etc.) and the costs of

synchronization complexity and operational overhead could be achieved by a

third hopping scheme that can be described as a partial hopping-

synchronization scheme.

[0046] At least some embodiments of the present invention provide methods and

apparatus for wireless communication over an unlicensed spectrum between a

central node and instances of an end node, respectively, using a partial hopping-

synchronization scheme.

[0047] FIG. 1A is a block diagram of wireless network 100, for example, a long-

range, low-power network, according to an embodiment of the present invention,

wherein FIG. 1A emphasizes physical unit and functional unit configurations.

[0048] In FIG. 1A, wireless network 100 can be compatible with, e.g., the IEEE

802.15.4 standard, the LoRaWAN standard (as standardized by the LoRa™ Alliance),

etc. For purposes of a more detailed discussion, at the physical layer, it will be

assumed that wireless network 100 is compatible with the LoRa™ modulation

format.

[0049] Network 100 includes: instances of end nodes 102; and a central node

106, e.g., a central gateway and/or a base station. Via wireless communication



sessions 104, instances of end node 102 communicate with central node 106,

respectively. As examples (and as will be discussed in more detail below,

respectively), communications (in the downlink direction) from central node 106 to

instances of end node 102 can include a beacon signal. Also as an example (and as

will be discussed in more detail below), communications (in the uplink direction)

from an instance of end node 102 to central node 106 can include a data message.

Accordingly, instances of end node 102 can be described as message-sou rceable.

[0050] In terms of physical components (as illustrated by exploded view 102'),

each instance of end node 102 includes: one or more instances of a processor 108;

memory 110 which itself includes one or more instances of non-volatile memory

112A and one or more instances of volatile memory 112B; and a wireless unit 114'.

Also, in terms of physical components (as illustrated by exploded view 106'), each

instance of central node 106 includes: one or more instances of a processor 116;

memory 118 which itself includes one or more instances of non-volatile memory

120A and one or more instances of volatile memory 120B; and a wireless unit 122'.

Additional details for the physical components are discussed relative to FIG. I B

(discussed below).

[0051] Each of wireless unit 122' and wireless unit 114' is configured to receive

and transmit messages wirelessly, respectively. Overall, the physical components of

central node 106 and of each instance of end node 102, respectively, are operable to

engage in (among other things), e.g., LoRaWAN compatible, frequency modulated

("FM") chirp communication that is based on the generation of a stable chirp using a

fractional-N ("fracN") phase-locked loop ("PLL") (the PLL not being illustrated). For

example, the wireless transmissions can be performed in an unlicensed spectrum.

Examples of unlicensed spectrums include the industrial, scientific and medical (ISM)

radio bands reserved internationally for the use of radio frequency (RF) energy for

industrial, scientific and medical purposes other than telecommunications, e.g., the

915 MHz ISM band as regulated in the U.S.A. by FCC Part 15, with such regulations

including requirements/constraints on frequency hopping, etc.

[0052] In terms of functional units (as illustrated by exploded view 102"), each

instance of end node 102 includes: a wireless interface 114"; a frequency-block



hopping guide interpreter 138; a channel selector 142; and a message generator

144. Also, in terms of functional units (as illustrated by exploded view 106"), the

functional units of central node 106 are illustrated in FIG. I B (discussed below). For

each of central node 106 and a given instance of end node 102, such functional

units can be implemented at least in part, e.g., as executable code stored in one or

more of the memories thereof (noted above), with such code being executable by

one or more of the processors (noted above), respectively. Such implementations

can conform to the communication-layer diagram of FIG. 2 (discussed below).

[0053] FIG. I B is a block diagram illustrating the physical units and the functional

units of central node 106 in more detail, according to an embodiment of the present

invention.

[0054] In FIG. IB, in terms of the physical components (as illustrated by

exploded view 106') included in each instance of central node 106, namely the one

or more instances of a processor 116, memory 118 and a wireless unit 122', it is

wireless unit 122' which is illustrated in more detail relative to FIG. IB.

[0055] More particularly, FIG. I B illustrates wireless interface 122' as including: a

group 126' of N reception banks 128Ό -128' Ν- Ι , where N is an integer, and 2 < N.

Each of the N reception banks 128'0- 128'N-i in group 126' can include P physical

receivers 130Ό-130' Ρ-1
, where P is a positive integer, 2 < P. For example, N = 2 and P

= 4 . Each of the P physical receivers 130Ό-130' Ρ-1
can be tuned to any of the

channels, CHs, e.g., available for uplink (that is, transmission in the direction from

an instance of end node 102 to central node 106) in the given unlicensed spectrum.

Recalling the assumption that, at maximum, there are Q channels which potentially

can be used for transmissions (uplink direction) from instances of end node 102 to

central node 106, it is noted that N*P < Q, i.e., that there are fewer receivers in

central node 102 than there are channels which potentially can be used for uplink

transmissions.

[0056] For example, each of the N reception banks 128Ό -128' Ν - Ι being

implemented by a Model SX1257 FR Front-End Transceiver commercially available

from SEMTECH Corp. Also, for example, central node 106 can be a LoRa/SYMPHONY

Gateway having, e.g., 8 channels (such as Model No. LL-BST-8 commercially



available from LINK LABS, LLC). Wireless unit 122' further includes at least one

physical transmitter 132', e.g., corresponding to one of the transmitters in one of the

Model SX1257 FR Front-End Transceivers. Here, an alternate term for channel CH is

intermediate frequency, IF.

[0057] In FIG. IB, in terms of the functional components (as illustrated by

exploded view 106"), each instance of central node 106 includes: a group 126" of

N*P virtual receivers 128"o,..., 128"
N-1

, 128" , 128"N*P-I , where P is a positive

integer, and 2 < P; a virtual transmitter 132" a beacon signal generator 134; a frame

tracker 136; a frequency-block hopping guide interpreter 138; and a received-

messages handler 140.

[0058] FIG. 2 is a communication-layer diagram illustrating the path of flow

during an instance of communication session 104 between central node 106 and an

instance of end node 102, according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[0059] Central node 106 and each instance of end node 102 can be implemented

at least in part, e.g., as executable code stored in one or more of the noted (above)

memories thereof and executed by one or more of the noted (above) processor units

thereof, respectively. Such implementations can conform to the communication-layer

diagram of FIG. 2 .

[0060] More particularly, central node 106 and each instance of end node 102

can have a stack based (in part); on industry-standard layers. The layers illustrated

in FIG. 2 represent but one example of combinations of layers that can be included

in such stacks, respectively. Such layers, from bottom to top, for example (as

illustrated in FIG. 2), can include: a physical layer; a data link (or MAC) layer; a

network layer (e.g., an IP with LoWPAN) layer; a transport layer (e.g., a UDP layer

or ICMP layer); and an application layer. Alternatively, different combinations of

layers could be used in the stack.

[0061] Briefly, in operation, an instance of end node 102 can transmit messages

to central node 106 as follows. Wireless unit 114' can be configured to receive

(downlink direction) and transmit (uplink direction) messages. An instance of end

node 102 (via wireless unit 114' and wireless interface 114") can receive (downlink

direction), from central node 106, an instance of a non-hopping beacon signal, B,



periodically-transmitted (e.g., at an interval of 2 sec or 0.5 Hz) from central node

106 (via wireless unit 122' and wireless interface 122"). Each instance B(i) of the

beacon signal can include: a frame number, FN(i), of a frame corresponding thereto;

and identification, IDCN, of central node 106. The IDCN does not necessarily need to

be a unique identifier such as a GUID (Globally Unique Identifier)/UUID (Universally

Unique Identifier). Rather, the IDCN should at least be unique among geographically

neighboring (or co-located) instances of central node 106. For example, IDCN can be

one of 16 different numbers.

[0062] Frequency-block hopping guide interpreter 138 can be configured to

interpret a frequency-block hopping guide according to FN(i) and IDCN thereby to

determine a corresponding set, CSET(i), of at least two channels available to the

instance of end node 102 for transmission thereover (uplink direction), respectively,

during frame FN(i). It is to be recalled: (A) that, at maximum, there is assumed to

be Q channels which potentially can be used for transmissions (uplink direction)

from instances of the end node 102 to central node 106; and (B) that central node is

provided with N*P physical receivers, where N*P < Q.

[0063] With central node 106 having N*P < Q physical receivers, at least some

hopping-synchronization is employed such that it would be inaccurate to describe

the associated hopping-synchronization scheme as a zero synchronization scheme.

Conversely, because central node 106 does not know on which (if any) of the N*P

channels in CSET(i) there might be transmissions forthcoming from one of more of

the instances of end node 102 during frame FN(i), consequently central node 106

must tune its N*P physical receivers to listen on all of the N*P channels in CSET(i),

respectively. Hence, it would be inaccurate to describe the associated hopping-

synchronization scheme as a complete synchronization scheme. Accordingly, the

associated hopping-synchronization scheme can be described as a partial hopping-

synchronization scheme.

[0064] The frequency-block hopping guide (also discussed in more detail below)

establishes: a total of L frames; a set of channels CSET for each frame, respectively;

and that, for any two consecutive ones of the L frames, FN(j) and FNQ+1), the

corresponding sets CSET(j) and CSET(j+l) will be different, CSET(j) ≠ CSET(j+l).



Channel selector 142 is configured to select, at least pseudo-randomly (albeit using

a different pseudo random number generator than frequency-block hopping guide

interpreter 138), at least one channel amongst the set CSET(i). Message generator

144 can be configured to generate at least one message using the at least one

selected channel, respectively. Wireless interface 114" (via wireless unit 114') can be

configured, among other things, to wirelessly transmit (uplink direction) the at least

one message, respectively. It is noted that i and j are non-negative integers, L is an

integer, and 2 < L, e.g., L=256.

[0065] Conversely (and, again, briefly), in operation, central node 106 can

transmit (downlink direction) a beacon signal, B, to instances of end node 102, and

then listen (uplink direction) for messages from the instances of end node 102,

respectively, as follows. Frame tracker 136 can be configured to determine a frame

number, FN(i). Beacon signal generator 134 can be configured to receive the frame

number FN(i) and generate periodically an instance, B(i), of a non-hopping beacon

signal B(i) which includes: the frame number, FN(i); and the identification, IDCN, of

central node 106. For example, though the beacon signal is transmitted in an

unlicensed spectrum, each instance B(i) of the beacon signal can be of sufficient

bandwidth that it does not have to hop, i.e., it can be a non-hopping signal and yet

be can be transmitted permissibly in the unlicensed spectrum because it is of

sufficient bandwidth.

[0066] Wireless unit 122' can be configured to receive (uplink direction) and

transmit (downlink direction) messages. Wireless interface 122" can be configured to

transmit (downlink direction, via wireless unit 122') the instance B(i) of the beacon

signal to the instances of end node 102, thereby starting an elapse of time

corresponding to frame FN(i). As with the instances of end node 102, frequency-

block hopping guide interpreter 138 can be configured to interpret a frequency-block

hopping guide according to FN(i) and IDCN thereby to determine a corresponding

set, CSET(i), of at least two channels available to the instance of end node 102 for

transmission thereover, respectively, during frame FN(i). Also, as with the instances

of end node 102, the frequency-block hopping guide (also discussed in more detail

below) establishes: a total of L frames; a set of channels CSET for each frame,



respectively; and that, for any two consecutive ones of the L frames, FN(j) and

FN(j+l), the corresponding sets CSET(j) and CSET(j+l) will be different, CSET(j) ≠

CSETQ+1).

[0067] Wireless interface 122" can be further configured to listen (uplink

direction, via group 126" that includes N*P virtual receivers 128"o,..., 128"N-., 128"N,

128' i, where P is a positive integer, 2 < P, e.g., N=2 and P=4), during frame

FN(i), on each of the at least two channels in the set CSET(i) for one or more

transmissions (uplink direction) from instances of end nodes 102, respectively.

Again, it is noted that i and j are non-negative integers, L is an integer, and 2 < L,

e.g., L=256.

[0068] Each of central node 106 and the instances of end node 102 includes the

same instance of frequency-block hopping guide interpreter 138. For example, at the

time of manufacture, the same instance of frequency-block hopping specification

402 can be stored in memories 118 and 110 (e.g., non-volatile memories 120A and

112A) of central node 106 and the instances of end node 102, respectively. Upon

initialization, the instances of frequency-block hopping guide interpreter 138 in

central node 106 and the instances of end node 102, respectively, can generate

corresponding instances of frequency-block hopping maps and/or frequency-block

hopping schedules, respectively.

[0069] If central node 106 and the instances of end node 102 are synchronized,

then manipulation of the same instance of frequency-block hopping specification 402

by processors 116 and 108 can generate the same corresponding instances of

frequency-block hopping maps and/or frequency-block hopping schedules,

respectively. Such synchronization can be provided, e.g., by the instances B(i) of the

beacon signal that are transmitted periodically from central node 106 using the same

channel/IF (again, the beacon signal is non-hopping), in particular by the instances

FN(i) of the frame number included in the payloads of the instances B(i) of the

beacon signal, respectively. Accordingly, when instances of frequency-block hopping

guide interpreter 138 in central node 106 and the instances of end node 102 access

their respective instances, e.g., of the frequency-block hopping schedules based on

frame FN(i), such instances of frequency-block hopping guide interpreter 138 each



will determine the same set CSET(i) of channels available for transmission thereover

by the instances of end node 102 during frame FN(i).

[0070] Such synchronized generation of instances of frequency-block hopping

maps and/or frequency-block hopping schedules includes the generation of pseudo

random numbers (see discussion of pseudo code example, below). Each of central

node 106 and the instances of end node 102 includes the same instance of pseudo

random number generator, e.g., a linear congruential generator, LCG. As a practical

matter, the LCG is sufficiently deterministic that the resulting instances of frequency-

block hopping maps and/or frequency- block hopping schedules will be the same,

respectively. And yet the LCG is sufficiently pseudo random with respect to the

numbers it generates that the resulting instances of frequency-block hopping maps

and/or frequency-block hopping schedules will satisfy the hopping requirements,

etc., promulgated for the given unlicensed spectrum by a government's regulatory

authority.

[0071] So long as a given instance of end node 102 is connected to the same/first

instance of central node 106, then its instances of frequency-block hopping map

and/or frequency-block hopping schedule remain valid. If, however, the given

instance of end node 102 that had been connected to the same/first instance of

central node 106 becomes connected to a different/second instance of central node

106, then the given instance of end node 102 would need to regenerate its instances

of frequency-block hopping map and/or frequency-block hopping schedule according

to the corresponding identification IDCN of the different instance of central node

106.

[0072] FIG. 3 is a two-dimensional plot illustrating an example of how blocks 302-

306 of contiguous frequencies hop from one frame to the next based on a

frequency-block hopping guide of a partial hopping-synchronization scheme,

according to an embodiment of the present invention. As such, FIG. 3 represents

achievement of a technical effect, namely achievement of a better balance between

hardware cost (in terms of the number of receivers required, etc.) and the costs of

synchronization complexity and operational overhead.



[0073] I n the example of FIG. 3, the X-axis represents uplink channels (to which

contiguous intermediate frequencies ("IFs") correspond, respectively) while the Y-

axis represents frame numbers. For simplicity, it has been assumed in FIG. 3 that

there are only 50 uplink channels, i.e., Q=50. Again, this is merely an example as

other values of Q are contemplated. Also for simplicity, only frames 130-150 have

been illustrated in FIG. 3 .

[0074] Also in the example of FIG. 3, it has been assumed that there are N=3

reception banks 128Ό-128'2 in group 126', with each of reception banks 128Ό-128'2

including P= 5 physical receivers 130Ό-130' 4, thereby providing a corresponding 15=

3*5= N*P virtual receivers 128"o,...,128"
14

in group 126". Again, this is merely an

example as other values for N and P are contemplated.

[0075] In frame 130, block 302 includes channels 03-07, block 304 includes

channels 24-28 and block 306 includes channels 34-38 such that a channel set

CSET(130) is {03-07,24-28,34-38}. It is noted that set CSET(130) represents the

channels available to an instance of end node 102 for transmission thereover during

frame FN(130), respectively.

[0076] In the next frame, namely frame 131, block 302 still includes channels 03-

07 and block 304 still includes channels 24-28, but block 306 now includes channels

31-35 such that a channel set CSET(131) is {03-07,24-28,31-35}. It is noted that set

CSET(130) represents the channels available to an instance of end node 102 for

transmission thereover during frame FN(131), respectively. From frame 130 to frame

131, one block hops, namely block 306.

[0077] In frame 132, block 304 still includes channels 24-28 and block 306 still

includes channels 31-35, but now block 302 includes channels 05-09 such that a

channel set CSET(132) is {05-09,24-28,31-35}. From frame 131 to frame 132, one

block hops, namely block 302. In frame 133, block 302 still includes channels 05-09

and block 306 still includes channels 31-35, but now block 304 includes channels 20-

24 such that a channel set CSET(133) is {05-09,20-24,31-35}. From frame 132 to

frame 133, one block hops, namely block 304. In frame 134, block 302 still includes

channels 05-09 and block 304 still includes channels 20-24, but now block 306



includes channels 33-37 such that a channel set CSET(134) is {05-09,20-24,33-37}.

From frame 133 to frame 134, one block hops, namely block 306.

[0078] I n FIG. 3, for any two consecutive ones of the frames, FN(j) and FNQ+1),

channels comprising only one of the N=3 blocks, namely block BKH, change between

the corresponding sets CSET(j) and CSET(j+l) such that BKH ) ≠ BKH0+1)- In other

words, relative to frame 130 and set CSET(130), the hopping block BKH(131) for

frame 131 and set CSET(131) is block 306. Relative to frame 131 and set

CSET(131), the hopping block BKH(131) for frame 132 and set CSET(132) is block

302; relative to frame 132 and set CSET(132), the hopping block BKH(133) for frame

133 and set CSET(133) is block 304; relative to frame 133 and set CSET(133), the

hopping block BKH(134) for frame 134 and set CSET(134) is block 306; etc.

[0079] Also in FIG. 3, it should be observed that each of blocks 302-306 stays the

same for three frames and then changes on the fourth frame. In particular, in the

range of frames 132-149, block 302 stays the same for frames 132-134, for frames

135-137, for frames 138-140, for frames 141-143, for frames 144-146 and for

frames 147-149. In the range of frames 130-150, block 304 stays the same for

frames 130-132, for frames 133-135, for frames 136-138, for frames 139-141, for

frames 142-144, for frames 145-147 and for frames 148-150. I n the range of frames

131-148, block 306 stays the same for frames 131-133, for frames 134-136, for

frames 137-139, for frames 140-142, for frames 143-145 and for frames 146-148.

[0080] Though central node 106 listens on all of the available channels in a given

set CSETQ) during a given frame FN(j), one or more messages are not necessarily

transmitted from instances of end node 102 during FN(j). It should also be observed

in FIG. 3 that most of the channels available during a given frame FNQ) go unused,

i.e., do not experience a message being transmitted thereover from an instance of

end node 102 to central node 106 while the latter listens. In FIG. 3, a message

transmitted from an instance of end node 102 is indicated by an "X" appearing in a

given channel for a given frame, namely {FN(j),CH(k)}. For example, it is assumed

in FIG. 3 that messages are transmitted from an instances of end node 102 in

{FN(j),CH(k)} = {131,27}, {FN(j),CH(k)} = {132,08}, {FN(j),CH(k)} = {142,16},

{FN(j),CH(k)} = {144,34} and {FN(j),CH(k)} = {149,48}. By contrast, in frames



FN(130), FN(133)-FN(141), FN(143), FN(145)-FN(148) and FN(150), no messages

are transmitted from an instance of end node 102 to central node 106.

[0081] FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating species examples and implementation

examples of a frequency-block hopping guide, plus derivational flow therebetween,

respectively, according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[0082] In FIG. 4, a first example species of a frequency-block hopping guide is a

frequency-block hopping specification 402, of which an implementation example is

an algorithm 408, e.g., in particular, pseudo code (discussed below). A second

example species of a frequency-block hopping guide is a frequency-block hopping

map 404, of which an implementation example is an array 410, e.g., in particular, an

Lx2 or 2xL array (discussed below). A third example species of a frequency-block

hopping guide is a frequency- block hopping schedule 406, of which an

implementation example is a table 412, e.g., in particular, a table having L rows and

N*P columns or vice-versa (N*P rows and L columns) (discussed below). Again,

these are merely examples as other species and implementation examples,

respectively, are contemplated.

[0083] Frequency-block hopping map 404 can be derived from frequency-block

hopping specification 402, as indicated by arrow 414 (and as discussed below).

Frequency-block hopping schedule 406 can be derived from frequency-block hopping

map 404, as indicated by arrow 416 (and as discussed below). In other words,

frequency-block hopping schedule 406 can be derived indirectly from frequency-

block hopping specification 402. Alternatively, frequency-block hopping schedule 406

can be derived directly from frequency-block hopping specification 402, as indicated

by dashed arrow 418.

[0084] FIG. 5A is a particular implementation example of frequency-block hopping

map 404 (which itself is a species of a frequency-block hopping guide of a partial

hopping-synchronization scheme), according to an embodiment of the present

invention. Achievement of a technical effect, namely achievement of a better

balance between hardware cost (in terms of the number of receivers required, etc.)

and the costs of synchronization complexity and operational overhead, can be based

(in part) on an implementation such as the example of FIG. 5A.



[0085] For FIG. 5A, the particular implementation example of frequency- block

hopping map 404 is an L x 2 array (data structure) 410 for which it is assumed that

L=256. Again, this is merely an example as other values for L are contemplated. The

hopping pattern prescribed by array 410 as the particular implementation example of

hopping map 404 in FIG. 5A is cyclical. Upon reaching frame FN(L-l), the next frame

is understood to be FN(0); for L=256, upon reaching FN(255), the next frame is

FN(0).

[0086] It is noted that FIG. 5A also assumes: there are N=2 reception banks

128O-128'i in group 126', with each of reception banks 128O-128'i including P=4

physical receivers 130Ό-130'3, thereby providing a corresponding 8= 2*4= N*P

virtual receivers 128"o,...,128" 7 in group 126"; each block of P=4 contiguous

channels can be determined by designation of a root channel, CH , which in FIG. 5A

is assumed to be the channel of lowest frequency in the block thereby determining a

given block as {CHR+0;CHR+1;CHR+2;CH +3}; there are 152 possible channels

{0,...,151} in the unlicensed spectrum of interest, of which 148 = 152-4 are root

channel CH candidates, with the maximum value of any channel being 151 and the

maximum value of the root channel CH =148 else, e.g., if CHR=149, then

{CHR+0;CHR+ 1;CHR+2;CH R+3} = {149,150,151,152}, i.e., CHR+ 3 would take on an

illegal value of 152. Again, this is merely an example as other values for N and P are

contemplated.

[0087] Illustrated in FIG. 5A is a particular implementation example of a

frequency-block hopping map 404, namely an Lx2 array 410, L=256. As noted above

in the discussion above of FIG. 4, frequency-block hopping map 404 itself is a

second example species of a frequency-block hopping guide.

[0088] For simplicity, the array in FIG. 5A has been illustrated as 8 instances of a

33x2 table (including the header row), with the first instance of the table

corresponding to frame numbers FN(000) to FN(031), the second instance of the

table corresponding to frame numbers FN(032) to FN(063), etc. In each of the

tables in FIG. 5A, the left column represents the frame number FN(i) and the right

column represents the root channel, CHR, for the corresponding hopping block BKH.

Again, an alternate term for channel CH is intermediate frequency, IF, such that root

channel CHR is equivalent to root IF, IFR.



[0089] Again, each frame FN(j) has a corresponding set CSETQ) of channels

available during frame FN(i) for transmission thereover (uplink) by instances of end

node 102. For any two consecutive ones of the frames, FN(j) and FNQ+1), channels

comprising only one of the N blocks (N=2 in FIG. 5A), namely block BKH, change

between the corresponding sets CSET(j) and CSET(j+l) such that BKH ) ≠

[0090] According to the example values in array 410 as the particular

implementation example of frequency-block hopping map 404 illustrated in FIG. 5A,

for map entry 035, map(035)=64 such that for frame FN(035), CHR=64; for map

entry 074, map(074)=49 such that for frame FN(074), CHR=49; for map entry 175,

map(175)=110 such that for frame FN(175), CHR= 110; for map entry 219,

map(219)=110 such that for frame FN(219), CHR=112; etc.

[0091] FIG. 5B is a particular implementation example of frequency-block hopping

schedule 406 (which itself is a species of a frequency-block hopping guide of a

partial hopping-synchronization scheme), according to an embodiment of the

present invention. Achievement of a technical effect, namely achievement of a better

balance between hardware cost (in terms of the number of receivers required, etc.)

and the costs of synchronization complexity and operational overhead, can be based

(in part) on an implementation such as the example of FIG. 5B.

[0092] For FIG. 5B, the particular implementation example of frequency-block

hopping schedule 406 is ( Ι_+1) χ(Ν* Ρ+1) table (data structure) 412 for which it is

assumed that L = 256. Again, this is merely an example as other values for L are

contemplated. The hopping pattern prescribed by table 412 410 as the particular

implementation example of hopping schedule 406 in FIG. 5B is cyclical. Upon

reaching frame FN(L-l), the next frame is understood to be FN(0); for L=256, upon

reaching FN(255), the next frame is FN(0).

[0093] It is noted that FIG. 5B (like FIG. 5A) also assumes: there are N=2

reception banks 128O-128'i in group 126', with each of reception banks 128O-128'i

including P=4 physical receivers 130Ό-130' 3, thereby providing a corresponding 8=

2*4= N*P virtual receivers 128" ,...,128" 7 in group 126"; each block of P=4

contiguous channels can be determined by designation of a root channel, CH , which

in FIG. 5B is assumed to be the channel of lowest frequency in the block thereby



determining a given block as {CH R+0;CHR+ 1;CHR+2;CH R+3}; there are Q = 152

possible channels {0,. . ., 15 1} in the unlicensed spectrum of interest, of which 148 =

152-4 are root channel CHR candidates, with the maximum value of any channel

being 15 1 and the maximum value of the root channel CHR= 148 else, e.g., if

CH = 149, then {CHR+0;CH R+ 1;CHR+2;CH R+3} = { 149, 150, 15 1, 152}, i.e., CH + 3

would take on an illegal value of 152. Again, this is merely an example as other

values for Q, N and P are contemplated.

[0094] I n FIG. 5B, other than the header row, each row in table 412 as the

particular implementation example of frequency-block hopping schedule 406 lists a

frame number and the corresponding set CSET, i.e., FN(j) and CSETQ), where

CSET (j) =

{IF (BK (j,0))=IFo, IFi, IF2, IF3, IF (BK (j,l)=IF 4, I F5, I F6, IF7} .

Again, there are two blocks of channels/IFs that comprise CSETQ), with the first

block BKQ,0) being IF , IFi, I F2 and IF3 where IFo is the root channel/IF,

IFR(BK (j,0)), and with the second block BKQ, 1) being I F4, IF5, IF6 and I F where IFi

is the root channel/IF, I FR(BK (j,l)).

[0095] Recalling that frequency-block hopping schedule 406 can be derived from

frequency-block hopping map 404 (again, as indicated by arrow 416 in FIG. 4), for

frame FN(000), table 412 as the particular implementation example of frequency-

block hopping schedule 406 lists CSET (OOO) = {IF R(BK(000,0 ))=IF 0 = map(000)+0,

IFi = map(000)+l, IF2 = map(000)+2, I F3 = map(000)+3, IF (BK(000, 1)) = I F4 =

map(255)+0, IF5 = map(255)+l, IF6 = map(255)+2, I F = map(255)+3}. Again, set

CSET (OOO) represents the channels available to an instance of end node 102 for

transmission thereover during frame FN(000), respectively.

[0096] In the next frame of schedule 412 of FIG. 5B, namely frame FN(00 1),

CSET (OOl) = {IF (BK(001,0 ))=IF 0 = map(000)+0, IFi = map(000)+l, I F2 =

map(000)+2, IF3 = map(000)+3, IF (BK(00 1, 1)) = I F4 = map(00 1)+0, I F5 =

map(00 1)+l, I F6 = map(001)+2, IF7 = map(00 1)+3}. From frame FN(000) to frame

FN(OOl), one block hops, namely hopping block BKH = BK(00 1, 1) corresponding to

the channels/IFs: I F (BK(001, 1)) = I F4 = map(00 1)+0; IF5 = map(00 1)+l; IF6 =

map(00 1)+2; and IF = map(001)+3.



[0097] In frame FN(002) of schedule 412 of FIG. 5B, CSET(002) =

{IFR(BK(002,0))=IFO = map(002)+0, IFi = map(002)+l, IF2 = map(002)+2, IF3 =

map(002)+3, IFR(BK(002,1)) = IF4 = map(001)+0, IF5 = map(001)+l, IF6 =

map(001)+2, IF7 = map(001)+3}. From frame FN(001) to frame FN(002), one block

hops, namely hopping block BKH = BK(002,0) corresponding to the channels/IFs:

IFR(BK(002,0)) = IF0 = map(002)+0; IFi = map(002)+l; IF2 = map(002)+2; and IF3

= map(002)+3.

[0098] In frame FN(003) of schedule 412 of FIG. 5B, CSET(003) =

{IFR(BK(003,0))=IF 0 = map(002)+0, IFi = map(002)+l, IF2 = map(002)+2, IF3 =

map(002)+3, IFR(BK(003,1)) = IF4 = map(003)+0, IF5 = map(003)+l, IF6 =

map(003)+2, IF7 = map(003)+3}. From frame FN(002) to frame FN(003), one block

hops, namely hopping block BKH = BK(003,1) corresponding to the channels/IFs:

IFR(BK(003,1)) = IF4 = map(003)+0; IF5 = map(003)+l; IF6 = map(003)+2; and IF7

= map(003)+3.

[0099] In frame FN(004) of schedule 412 of FIG. 5B, CSET(004) =

{IFR(BK(004,0))=IF 0 = map(004)+0, IFi = map(004)+l, IF2 = map(004)+2, IF3 =

map(004)+3, IFR(BK(004,1)) = IF4 = map(003)+0, IF5 = map(003)+l, IF6 =

map(003)+2, IF7 = map(003)+3}. From frame FN(003) to frame FN(004), one block

hops, namely hopping block BKH = BK(004,0) corresponding to the channels/IFs:

IFR(BK(004,0)) = IF0 = map(004)+0; IFi = map(004)+l; IF2 = map(004)+2; and IF3

= map(004)+3.

[ooioo] Skipping ahead in schedule 412 of FIG. 5B, in frame FN(254), CSET(254)

= {IFR(BK(254,0))=IF 0 = map(254)+0, IFi = map(254)+l, IF2 = map(254)+2, IF3 =

map(254)+3, IFR(BK(254,1)) = IF4 = map(253)+0, IF5 = map(253)+l, IF6 =

map(253)+2, IF7 = map(253)+3}. From frame FN(253) to frame FN(2544), one

block hops, namely hopping block BKH = BK(2544,0) corresponding to the

channels/IFs: IFR(BK(2544,0)) = IF0 = map(2544)+0; IFi = map(2544)+l; IF2 =

map(254)+2; and IF3 = map(254)+3.

[ooioi] In frame FN(255) of schedule 412 of FIG. 5B, CSET(255) =

{IFR(BK(255,0))=IF 0 = map(254)+0, IFi = map(254)+l, IF2 = map(254)+2, IF3 =

map(254)+3, IFR(BK(255,1)) = IF4 = map(255)+0, IF5 = map(255)+l, IF6 =

map(255)+2, IF7 = map(255)+3}. From frame FN(254) to frame FN(255), one block



hops, namely hopping block BKH = BK(255,1) corresponding to the channels/IFs:

IFR(BK(255,1)) = IF4 = map(255)+0; IF5 = map(255)+l; IF6 = map(255)+2; and IF7

= map(255)+3}.

[00102] Frame FN(000) was discussed above. It is to be recalled that the hopping

pattern prescribed by table 412 as the particular implementation example of hopping

schedule 406 in FIG. 5B is cyclical. Upon reaching frame FN(L-1)=FN(255), the next

frame is understood to be FN(000). Accordingly, from frame FN(255) to frame

FN(OOO), one block hops, namely hopping block BKH = BK(000,0) corresponding to

the channels/IFs: IFR(BK(000,0)) = IF0 = map(000)+0; IFi = map(000)+l; IF2 =

map(000)+2; and IF3 = map(000)+3.

[00103] Also in FIG. 5B, because N=2, it should be observed that each of blocks

BK(j,0) and BK(j,l) stays the same for two frames and then changes on the third

frame. Alternatively, for example, if N=3 (as in FIG. 3), then there would be blocks

BK(j,0), BK(j,l) and BK(j,2), and each of those blocks would stay the same for three

frames and then change on the fourth frame. In other words, the number of frames

during which a block BK(j,e) (where e e {0,1,...,N-1} stays the same is dependent

upon N.

[00104] Resuming discussion of the details of FIG. 5B, in the range of frames 000-

005 and 246-255, BK(j,0) stays the same for frames 000-001, for frames 002-003,

for frames 004-005, for frames 246-247, for frames 248-249, for frames 250-251,

for frames 252-253 and for frames 254-255. I n the range of frames 000-005 and

246-255, BK(j,l) stays the same for frames 001-002, for frames 003-004, for frames

005-006, for frames 247-248, for frames 249-250, for frames 251-252, for frames

253-254 and for frames 255-001.

[00105] Returning to FIG. 4, it is to be recalled that frequency-block hopping map

404 (a particular example of which is illustrated in FIG. 5A) can be derived from

frequency-block hopping specification 402, as indicated by arrow 414. As noted,

pseudo code is a particular implementation example of algorithm 408, with algorithm

408 being an implementation example of frequency-block hopping schedule 406 is

algorithm 408, the latter being a species of frequency-block hopping guide. A yet

more particular implementation example of algorithm 408 is the following example

pseudo code. Achievement of a technical effect, namely achievement of a better



balance between hardware cost (in terms of the number of receivers required, etc.)

and the costs of synchronization complexity and operational overhead, can be based

(in part) on an implementation such as the following example of pseudo code.

[00106] Pseudo code example:

; > > assume L frames, where L is integer, 2 < L;

; > > assume Q uplink channels;
; > > assume N reception banks where N is integer, 2 < N;

; > > assume each bank has P contiguous channels;

; > > assume root channel, CH , amongst each instance of;

; P contiguous channels such that CHR(bnk(i),FN(j)) denotes
; CHR for i h bank in j h frame, and such that, for a given block,

; there are P-l other channels in addition to root channel CH ; and
; such that, for the given block, the other P-l channels can be

; determined based on the root channel CHR;

Jump to pseudo code portion corresponding to value of IDCN;

Iterate over n, 0 < n < L-l

; Determine which receiver bank to tune;

BANK = n modulo N;

Draw a pseudo random number s;

Generate CH (BANK,FN(n) based on s and each of

CHR(BANK,FN(n-l)), CHR(BANK,FN(n-(N-l)));

Check if CHR(BANK,FN(n) is acceptable, i.e., if

CH (BANK,FN(n) does not violate any of the following

rules:

CH (BANK,FN(n) is different enough from each of

CHR(BANK,FN(n-l)), CHR(BANK,FN(n-(N-

1))) to comply with hopping requirements

for given unlicensed spectrum, and;

CHR(BANK,FN(n) should be more than P channels
away from CHR(BANK,FN(n-l)),

CHR(BANK,FN(n-(N-l)));

If CHR(BANK,FN(n) is not acceptable, then loop to draw

another pseudo random number;

Else increment n and loop to next BANK;

[00107] FIG. 6A is a flowchart illustrating a method of operating one instance of

end node 102 to wirelessly communicate with central node 106 over an unlicensed

spectrum, according to an embodiment of the present invention.



[00108] In FIG. 6A, there is a loop. As a general design consideration, no loop

should be infinite, i.e., inescapable. Accordingly, flow in FIG. 6A starts at block 600

and proceeds to a decision block 602, where processor 108 decides if any exit

criteria have been satisfied. If the outcome of decision block 602 is yes (one or more

of the exit criteria are satisfied), then flow proceeds to block 603 and ends. If the

outcome of decision block 602 is no (none of the exit criteria has been satisfied),

then flow proceeds to a decision block 604.

[00109] At decision block 604, processor 108 determines if a next instance B(i) of

the beacon signal has been received via wireless unit 114'. An instance of end node

102 (via wireless unit 114' and wireless interface 114") can receive (downlink

direction) an instance of the non-hopping beacon signal B periodically-transmitted

from central node 106. Each instance B(i) of the beacon signal can include: a frame

number FN(i) of a frame corresponding thereto; and identification IDCN of central

node 106.

[ooiio] If the outcome of decision block 604 is no (the next instance B(i) of the

beacon signal has NOT been received), then processor 108 waits, e.g., then flow

loops back to the input of decision block 602. If the outcome of decision block 604 is

yes (the next instance of the beacon signal HAS been received), then flow proceeds

to a block 606.

[ooiii] At block 606, frequency-block hopping guide interpreter 138 can

determine FN(i) from the payload of B(i). From block 606, flow proceeds to a block

608, where frequency-block hopping guide interpreter 138 can determine

identification IDCN of central node 106 from the payload of B(i). Like central node

106, each instance of end node 102 includes an instance of frequency-block hopping

guide interpreter 138. From block 608, flow proceeds to block 610, where frequency-

block hopping guide interpreter 138 can interpret a frequency-block hopping guide

according to FN(i) and IDCN thereby to determine a corresponding set, CSET(i), of

at least two channels available to the instance of end node 102 for transmission

thereover (uplink direction), respectively, during frame FN(i). Achievement of a

technical effect, namely achievement of a better balance between hardware cost (in

terms of the number of receivers required, etc.) and the costs of synchronization



complexity and operational overhead, can be based (in part) on execution of block

610. From block 610, flow proceeds to a block 612.

[00112] At block 612, channel selector 142 can select, at least pseudo-randomly

(albeit using a different pseudo random number generator than frequency-block

hopping guide interpreter 138), at least one channel amongst the set CSET(i).

Achievement of a technical effect, namely achievement of a better balance between

hardware cost (in terms of the number of receivers required, etc.) and the costs of

synchronization complexity and operational overhead, can be based (in part) on

execution of block 612. From block 612, flow proceeds to a block 614, where

message generator 144 generates at least one message to be transmitted over the

at least one selected channel, respectively. From block 614, flow proceeds to a block

616, where wireless interface 114" (via wireless unit 114') wirelessly transmits

(uplink direction) the at least one message resulting in at least one current

transmission TRANS(e), respectively. From block 616, flow loops back to decision

block 602, discussed above.

[00113] I n general (and among other things), in terms of channel separation

between a current transmission TRANS(e) and the preceding transmission TRANS(e-

1) (which could be from the preceding frame FN(i-l) or an older frame FN(i-2), etc.),

a larger gap (channel-gap) is better than a smaller channel-gap. For example, the at

least one channel amongst the set CSET(i) can be chosen so that the channel-gap

between the current transmission TRANS(e) and the preceding transmission

TRANS(e-l) will be at least M contiguous channels, where M is a positive integer, N

< M (again, N being the number of blocks in the set of channels CSETQ)), and P <

M (again, P being the number of channels in each of the N blocks).

[00114] FIG. 6B is a flowchart illustrating a method of how an instance of end

node 102 interprets a frequency-block hopping guide, according to an embodiment

of the present invention. More particularly, FIG. 6B provides details regarding flow

inside block 610 of FIG. 6A. As noted above, achievement of a technical effect,

namely achievement of a better balance between hardware cost (in terms of the

number of receivers required, etc.) and the costs of synchronization complexity and



operational overhead, can be based (in part) on execution of block 610, e.g., as

implemented by blocks 620-628 of FIG. 6B.

o s In FIG. 6B, flow enters block 610 (from block 608 of FIG. 6A) and

proceeds to a block 620, where processor 108 can retrieve a frequency- block

hopping specification (e.g., block 402 of FIG. 2) from memory 110. From block 620,

flow proceeds to a block 622, where processor 108 can generate a frequency-block

hopping schedule (e.g., block 406 of FIG. 4) according to the frequency-block

hopping specification and the identification IDCN of central node 106 (obtained at

block 608 of FIG. 6A). Processor 108 can store the frequency-block hopping

schedule in memory 110. From block 622, flow proceeds to a block 624.

[00116] At block 624, frequency-block hopping guide interpreter 138 can index the

frame number FN(i) (obtained at block 606 of FIG. 6A) into the frequency-block

hopping schedule to yield therefrom the corresponding set CSET(i). From block 624,

flow leaves block 610 and proceeds to block 612 of FIG. 6A.

[00117] Upon proceeding from block 620 to block 622, flow can proceed within

block 622 to a block 626, where processor 108 can generate a frequency-block

hopping map (e.g., 404 of FIG. 4) based on the frequency-block hopping

specification and the identification IDCN of central node 106. Processor 108 can

store the frequency- block hopping map in memory 110. From block 626, flow can

proceed to a block 628, where processor 108 can generate the frequency-block

hopping schedule according to the frequency-block hopping specification. From block

628, flow leaves block 622 and proceeds to block 624, discussed above.

[00118] FIG. 7A is a flowchart illustrating a method of operating central node 106

to wirelessly communicate with instances of end node 102 over an unlicensed

spectrum, according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[00119] In FIG. 7A, there is a loop. As a general design consideration, no loop

should be infinite, i.e., inescapable. Accordingly, flow in FIG. 7A, starts at block 700

and proceeds to a decision block 702, where processor 116 decides if any exit

criteria have been satisfied. If the outcome of decision block 702 is yes (one or more

of the exit criteria are satisfied), then flow proceeds to block 703 and ends. If the



outcome of decision block 702 is no (none of the exit criteria has been satisfied),

then flow proceeds to a decision block 704.

[00120] At decision block 704, processor 116 determines if a next instance B(i) of

the beacon signal has been transmitted via wireless unit 122'. Central node 106 can

transmit periodically (via wireless unit 122' and wireless interface 122") an instance

of the non-hopping beacon signal B. Each instance B(i) of the beacon signal can

include: a frame number FN(i) of a frame corresponding thereto; and identification

IDCN of central node 106. Again, frame tracker 136 can be configured to determine

a frame number, FN(i). Beacon signal generator 134 can be configured to receive

the frame number FN(i) and generate periodically an instance, B(i), of a non-

hopping beacon signal B(i) which includes: the frame number, FN(i); and the

identification, IDCN, of central node 106.

[00121] If the outcome of decision block 704 is no (the next instance B(i) of the

beacon signal has NOT been transmitted), then processor 116 waits, e.g., then flow

loops back to the input of decision block 702. If the outcome of decision block 704 is

yes (the next instance of the beacon signal HAS been received), then flow proceeds

to a block 706.

[00122] At block 706, frequency-block hopping guide interpreter 138 can

determine FN(i) from the payload of B(i). From block 706, flow proceeds to a block

708, where frequency-block hopping guide interpreter 138 can determine

identification IDCN of central node 106 from the payload of B(i). Like each instance

of end node 102, central node 106 includes an instance of frequency-block hopping

guide interpreter 138. From block 708, flow proceeds to block 710, where frequency-

block hopping guide interpreter 138 can interpret a frequency-block hopping guide

according to FN(i) and IDCN thereby to determine a corresponding set, CSET(i), of

at least two channels available to the instances of end node 102 for transmission

thereover (uplink direction), respectively, during frame FN(i). Achievement of a

technical effect, namely achievement of a better balance between hardware cost (in

terms of the number of receivers required, etc.) and the costs of synchronization

complexity and operational overhead, can be based (in part) on execution of block

710. From block 710, flow proceeds to a block 712.



[00123] At block 712, 128 wireless interface 122", in particular N*P virtual

receivers 128"o,..., 128"N-i, 128"N, 128'VP-., listens (uplink direction) during

frame FN(i), on each of the at least two channels in the set CSET(i) for one or more

transmissions (uplink direction) from instances of end nodes 102, respectively. From

block 712, flow proceeds to a block 714, where received-messages handler 140 can

handle any of the received messages. Achievement of a technical effect, namely

achievement of a better balance between hardware cost (in terms of the number of

receivers required, etc.) and the costs of synchronization complexity and operational

overhead, can be based (in part) on execution of block 712. From block 714, flow

loops back to decision block 702, discussed above.

[00124] FIG. 7B is a flowchart illustrating a method of how central node 106

interprets a frequency-block hopping guide, according to an embodiment of the

present invention. More particularly, FIG. 7B provides details regarding flow inside

block 710 of FIG. 7A. As noted above, achievement of a technical effect, namely

achievement of a better balance between hardware cost (in terms of the number of

receivers required, etc.) and the costs of synchronization complexity and operational

overhead, can be based (in part) on execution of block 710, e.g., as implemented by

blocks 720-728 of FIG. 7B.

[00125] In FIG. 7B, flow enters block 710 (from block 708 of FIG. 7A) and

proceeds to a block 720, where processor 116 can retrieve a frequency-block

hopping specification (e.g., block 402 of FIG. 2) from memory 118. From block 720,

flow proceeds to a block 722, where processor 116 can generate a frequency-block

hopping schedule (e.g., block 406 of FIG. 4) according to the frequency-block

hopping specification and the identification IDCN of central node 106 (obtained at

block 708 of FIG. 7A). Processor 116 can store the frequency-block hopping

schedule in memory 118. From block 722, flow proceeds to a block 724.

[00126] At block 724, frequency-block hopping guide interpreter 138 can index the

frame number FN(i) (obtained at block 706 of FIG. 7A) into the frequency-block

hopping schedule to yield therefrom the corresponding set CSET(i). From block 724,

flow leaves block 710 and proceeds to block 712 of FIG. 7A.



[00127] Upon proceeding from block 720 to block 722, flow can proceed within

block 722 to a block 726, where processor 116 can generate a frequency- block

hopping map (e.g., 404 of FIG. 4) based on the frequency-block hopping

specification and the identification IDCN of central node 106. Processor 116 can

store the frequency- block hopping map in memory 118. From block 726, flow can

proceed to a block 728, where processor 116 can generate the frequency-block

hopping schedule according to the frequency-block hopping specification. From block

728, flow leaves block 722 and proceeds to block 724, discussed above.

[00128] In the embodiments discussed above, for simplicity, it has been assumed

that the P channels in each of the N blocks are contiguous. Alternatively, other

groupings of the P channels in each of the N blocks are contemplated. For example,

the P channels in each of the N blocks could be even sequential channels, odd

sequential channels, etc.

[00129] Advantages of at least some, if not all, of the embodiments disclosed

herein include: greater design flexibility because it is not necessary to provide Q

receivers for Q uplink channels, rather N receivers are provided, where N < Q; a

reduced amount of receiver re-tuning because only one bank of receivers (one block

of frequencies included within the set of N frequency-blocks that comprise set CSET)

re-tunes from one frame FN(j) to the next FNQ+1), which thereby reduces system

downtime, increases capacity and relaxes the time synchronization constraints;

interference mitigation, e.g., even active interference avoidance (cognitive radio);

etc.

[00130] The present invention is not limited to the particular embodiments

illustrated in the drawings and described above in detail. Those skilled in the art will

recognize that other arrangements could be devised. The present invention

encompasses every possible combination of the various features of each

embodiment disclosed. One or more of the elements described herein with respect

to various embodiments can be implemented in a more separated or integrated

manner than explicitly described, or even removed or rendered as inoperable in

certain cases, as is useful in accordance with a particular application While the

present invention has been described with reference to specific illustrative



embodiments, modifications and variations of the present invention may be

constructed without departing from the spirit and scope of the present invention as

set forth in the following claims.

[00131] While the present invention has been described in the context of the

embodiments explicitly discussed herein, those skilled in the art will appreciate that

the present invention is capable of being implemented and distributed in the form of

a computer-usable medium (in a variety of forms) containing computer-executable

instructions, and that the present invention applies equally regardless of the

particular type of computer-usable medium which is used to carry out the

distribution. An exemplary computer-usable medium is coupled to a computer such

the computer can read information including the computer-executable instructions

therefrom, and (optionally) write information thereto. Alternatively, the computer-

usable medium may be integral to the computer. When the computer-executable

instructions are loaded into and executed by the computer, the computer becomes

an apparatus for practicing the invention. For example, when the computer-

executable instructions are loaded into and executed by a general-purpose

computer, the general-purpose computer becomes configured thereby into a special-

purpose computer. Examples of suitable computer-usable media include: volatile

memory such as random access memory (RAM); nonvolatile, hard-coded or

programmable-type media such as read only memories (ROMs) or erasable,

electrically programmable read only memories (EEPROMs); recordable-type and/or

re-recordable media such as floppy disks, hard disk drives, compact discs (CDs),

digital versatile discs (DVDs), etc.; and transmission-type media, e.g., digital and/or

analog communications links such as those based on electrical-current conductors,

light conductors and/or electromagnetic radiation.

[00132] Although the present invention has been described in detail, those skilled

in the art will understand that various changes, substitutions, variations,

enhancements, nuances, gradations, lesser forms, alterations, revisions,

improvements and knock-offs of the invention disclosed herein may be made without

departing from the spirit and scope of the invention in its broadest form.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

Claim 1. A method of operating one of a plurality of end nodes to communicate

with a central node over an unlicensed spectrum, the method comprising:

wirelessly receiving, an instance of a non-hopping beacon signal, B,

periodically-transmitted from the central node;

each instance B(i) of the beacon signal including:

a frame number, FN(i), of a frame corresponding thereto; and

an identification, IDCN, of the central node;

interpreting a frequency-block hopping guide according to the frame number

FN(i) and the identification IDCN thereby to determine a corresponding set, CSET(i),

of at least two channels available to the end node for transmission thereover,

respectively, during the frame number FN(i);

wherein the frequency-block hopping guide establishes:

a total of L frames;

a set of channels CSET for each frame, respectively; and

that, for any two consecutive ones of the L frames, FNQ) and FN(j+l),

corresponding sets CSET(j) and CSET(j+l) will be different, CSET(j) ≠ CSET(j+l);

selecting, at least pseudo-randomly, at least one channel amongst the

corresponding set CSET(i); and

wirelessly transmitting at least one message from the end node using the at

least one selected channel, respectively;

wherein i and j are non-negative integers, L is an integer and 2 < L.

Claim 2. The method of claim 1, wherein the frequency-block hopping guide, for

any given frame FNQ), further establishes:

a corresponding set of channels CSETQ) includes N blocks, 2 < N;

each block in the corresponding set of channels CSETQ) includes P contiguous

channels, 2 < P;

each channel in the corresponding set of channels CSETQ) is a member of

only one of the blocks of the corresponding set of channels CSETQ); and



N and P are positive integers.

Claim 3 . The method of claim 2, wherein the frequency-block hopping guide

further establishes:

how, for any two consecutive ones of the L frames, FN(j) and FNQ+1),

channels comprising only one of the N blocks, block BKH, change between the

corresponding sets CSET(j) and CSET(j+l) such that BKH ) ≠ BKHG+1), thereby

establishing how the block BKH hops between the corresponding sets CSET(j) and

CSETQ+1).

Claim 4 . The method of any of claims 1-3, wherein:

the wirelessly transmitting the at least one message from the end node using

the at least one selected channel results in at least one current transmission

TRANS(e), respectively; and

the selecting, at least pseudo-randomly, the at least one channel amongst the

corresponding set CSET(i), includes:

choosing at least one channel for the at least one current transmission

TRANS(e) such that, in terms of channel separation, the at least one current

transmission TRANS(e) hops across a gap of at least M contiguous channels relative

to at least one previous transmission TRANS(e-l);

wherein N < M, with N being the number of blocks in a given set of the

corresponding set of channels CSET(j);

wherein P < M, with P being the number of channels in each of the N

blocks; and

wherein M is a positive integer and e is a non-negative integer.

Claim 5. The method of any of claims 1-4, wherein the interpreting the

frequency-block hopping guide includes:

retrieving a frequency-block hopping specification from a memory;

generating a frequency-block hopping schedule according to the frequency-

block hopping specification and the identification IDCN of the central node; and



indexing the frame number FN(i) into the frequency-block hopping schedule

to yield therefrom the corresponding set CSET(i).

Claim 6 . The method of claim 5, further comprising:

generating a frequency-block hopping map based on the frequency-block

hopping specification and the identification IDCN of the central node; and

generating the frequency- block hopping schedule based on the frequency-

block hopping map.

Claim 7 . The method of claim 6, wherein:

the frequency-block hopping guide, for any given frame FNQ), further

establishes:

a corresponding set of channels CSETQ) includes N blocks, 2 < N;

each block in the corresponding set of channels CSETQ) includes P

contiguous channels, 2 < P, such that there are N*P channels in the corresponding

set of channels CSET(j);

each channel in the corresponding set of channels CSETQ) is a member

of only one of the blocks of the corresponding set of channels CSETQ); and

N and P are positive integers;

there are P contiguous P channels in each of the N blocks;

there is a root channel, CH , amongst the contiguous P channels in each of

the N blocks;

for a given block, there are P-l other channels in addition to the root channel,

CHR;

for the given block, the other P-l channels can be determined based on the

root channel, CHR;

for any two consecutive ones of the L frames, FNQ) and FNQ+1), channels

comprising only one of the N blocks, block BKH, change between the corresponding

sets CSETQ) and CSETQ+1) such that BKHQ) ≠ BKHQ+1), thereby establishing how

the block BKH hops between the corresponding sets of channels CSETQ) and

CSETQ+1); and

the generating the frequency-block hopping map includes:



determining L instances of the root channel CH corresponding to the L

frames, respectively, and

organizing the L instances of the root channel CHR into a data structure

that identifies each of the same with corresponding L instances of the frame number

FN(i), respectively, with the data structure being the frequency-block hopping map.

Claim 8 . The method of claim 7, wherein the generating the frequency-block

hopping schedule includes:

organizing the L instances of the set of channels CSET of channels into a data

structure that identifies, for each of the L instances of the frame number FN(i), the

N*P channels in the corresponding instance of the set of channels CSET,

respectively, with the data structure being the frequency-block hopping schedule.

Claim 9 . An end node configured to communicate with a central node over an

unlicensed spectrum, the end node comprising:

a wireless unit configured to receive and transmit messages, respectively;

a wireless interface configured to receive, via the wireless unit, an instance of

a non-hopping beacon signal, B, periodically-transmitted from the central node;

each instance B(i) of the beacon signal including:

a frame number, FN(i), of a frame corresponding thereto; and

an identification, IDCN, of the central node; and

an interpreter configured to interpret a frequency-block hopping guide

according to the frame number FN(i) and the identification IDCN thereby to

determine a corresponding set, CSET(i), of at least two channels available to the end

node for transmission thereover during the fame number FN(i), respectively;

wherein the frequency-block hopping guide establishes:

a total of L frames;

a set of channels CSET for each frame, respectively; and

that, for any two consecutive ones of the L frames, FN(j) and FN(j+l),

corresponding sets CSET(j) and CSET(j+l) will be different, CSET(j) ≠ CSET(j+l);

and



a channel selector configured to select, at least pseudo-randomly, at least one

channel amongst the corresponding set CSET(i); and

a message generator configured to generate at least one message using the

at least one selected channel, respectively; and

wherein the wireless interface is further configured at least to transmit, via

the wireless unit, at least one message using the at least one selected channel,

respectively;

wherein i and j are non-negative integers, L is an integer and 2 < L.

Claim 10. The end node of claim 9, wherein the frequency-block hopping guide,

for any given frame FN(i), further establishes:

a corresponding set of channels CSETQ) includes N blocks, 2 < N;

each block in the corresponding set of channels CSETQ) includes P contiguous

channels, 2 < P;

each channel in the corresponding set of channels CSETQ) is a member of

only one of the blocks of the corresponding set of channels CSETQ); and

N and P are positive integers.

Claim 11. The end node of claim 10, wherein the frequency-block hopping guide

further establishes:

how, for any two consecutive ones of the L frames, FNQ) and FNQ+1),

channels comprising only one of the N blocks, block BKH, change between the

corresponding sets CSETQ) and CSETQ+1) such that BKHQ) ≠ BKHQ+1), thereby

establishing how the block BKH hops between the corresponding sets CSETQ) and

CSETQ+1).

Claim 12. The end node of any of claims 9-11, wherein:

the transmission by the wireless interface, via the wireless unit, of the at least

one message using the at least one selected channel results in at least one current

transmission TRANS(e), respectively; and

the channel selector is further configured to at least:



choose at least one channel for the at least one current transmission

TRANS(e) such that, in terms of channel separation , the at least one current

transmission TRANS(e) hops across a gap of at least M contiguous channels relative

to at least one previous transmission TRANS(e-l);

wherein N < M, with N being the number of blocks in a given set of the

corresponding set of channels CSET(j);

wherein P < M, with P being the number of channels in each of the N

blocks; and

wherein M is a positive integer and e is a non-negative integer.

Claim 13. The end node of any of claims 9-12, wherein the end node further

comprises:

a memory; and

wherein the interpreter is further configured, at the least, to do the following:

retrieve a frequency-block hopping specification from the memory;

generate a frequency-block hopping schedule according to the

frequency-block hopping specification and the identification IDCN of the central

node; and

index the frame number FN(i) into the frequency-block hopping

schedule to yield therefrom the corresponding set CSET(i).

Claim 14. The end node of claim 13, wherein the interpreter is further

configured, at the least, to do the following:

generate a frequency-block hopping map based on the frequency-block

hopping specification and the identification IDCN of the central node; and

generate the frequency-block hopping schedule based on the frequency-block

hopping map.

Claim 15. The end node of claim 14, wherein:

the frequency-block hopping guide, for any given frame FNQ), further

establishes:

a corresponding set of channels CSETQ) includes N blocks, 2 < N;



each block in the corresponding set of channels CSETQ) includes P

contiguous channels, 2 < P, such that there are N*P channels in the corresponding

set of channels CSET(j);

each channel in the corresponding set of channels CSETQ) is a member

of only one of the blocks of the corresponding set of channels CSETQ); and

N and P are positive integers;

there are P contiguous P channels in each of the N blocks;

there is a root channel, CHR, amongst the contiguous P channels in each of

the N blocks;

for a given block, there are P-l other channels in addition to the root channel,

CHR;

for the given block, the other P-l channels can be determined based on the

root channel, CHR;

for any two consecutive ones of the L frames, FN ) and FNQ+1), channels

comprising only one of the N blocks, block BKH, change between the corresponding

sets CSETQ) and CSETQ+1) such that BKHQ) ≠ BKHQ+1), thereby establishing how

the block BKH hops between the corresponding sets of channels CSETQ) and

CSETQ+1); and

the interpreter is further configured, at the least, to do the following:

determine L instances of the root channel CHR corresponding to the L

frames, respectively, and

organize the L instances of the root channel CHR into a data structure

that identifies each of the same with corresponding L instances of the frame number

FN(i), respectively, with the data structure being the frequency-block hopping map.

Claim 16. The end node of claim 15, wherein the interpreter is further

configured, at the least, to do the following:

organize the L instances of the set of channels CSET of channels into a data

structure that identifies, for each of the L instances of the frame number FN(i), the

N*P channels in the corresponding instance of the set of channels CSET,

respectively, with the data structure being the frequency-block hopping schedule.



Claim 17. A method of operating a central node to wirelessly communicate with

instances of an end node, the method comprising:

determining a frame number, FN(i);

generating periodically an instance, B(i), of a non-hopping beacon signal

which includes:

the frame number, FN(i); and

an identification, IDCN, of the central node;

transmitting the instance B(i) of the beacon signal to the instances of the end

node thereby starting an elapse of time corresponding to the frame number FN(i);

interpreting a frequency-block hopping guide according to the frame number

FN(i) and the identification IDCN thereby to determine a corresponding set, CSET(i),

of at least two channels available to the instances of the end node for transmission

thereover, respectively, during the frame number FN(i);

wherein the frequency-block hopping guide establishes:

a total of L frames;

a set of channels CSET for each frame, respectively; and

that, for any two consecutive ones of the L frames, FN(j) and FN(j+l),

corresponding sets CSET(j) and CSET(j+l) will be different, CSET(j) ≠ CSET(j+l);

and

listening, during the frame number FN(i), on each of the at least two channels

in the corresponding set CSET(i) for one or more transmissions from one or more of

the instances of the end nodes, respectively;

wherein i and j are non-negative integers, L is an integer and 2 < L.

Claim 18. The method of claim 17, wherein the frequency-block hopping guide,

for any given frame FN(j), further establishes:

a corresponding set of channels CSETQ) includes N blocks, 2 < N;

each block in the corresponding set of channels CSETQ) includes P contiguous

channels, 2 < P;

each channel in the corresponding set of channels CSETQ) is a member of

only one of the blocks of the corresponding set of channels CSETQ); and

N and P are positive integers.



Claim 19. The method of claim 18, wherein the frequency-block hopping guide

further establishes:

how, for any two consecutive ones of the L frames, FN(j) and FNQ+1),

channels comprising only one of the N blocks, block BKH, change between the

corresponding sets CSET(j) and CSETQ+1) such that BKHQ) ≠ BKHQ+1), thereby

establishing how the block BKH hops between the corresponding sets CSETQ) and

CSETQ+1).

Claim 20. The method of any of claims 17-19, wherein the interpreting a

frequency-block hopping guide includes:

retrieving a frequency-block hopping specification from a memory;

generating a frequency-block hopping schedule according to the frequency-

block hopping specification and the identification IDCN of the central node; and

indexing the frame number FN(i) into the frequency-block hopping schedule

to yield therefrom the corresponding set CSET(i).

Claim 21. The method of claim 20, wherein:

generating a frequency-block hopping map based on the frequency-block

hopping specification and the identification IDCN of the central node; and

generating the frequency- block hopping schedule based on the frequency-

block hopping map.

Claim 22. The method of claim 21, wherein:

the frequency-block hopping guide, for any given frame FN ), further

establishes:

a corresponding set of channels CSETQ) includes N blocks, 2 < N;

each block in the corresponding set of channels CSETQ) includes P

contiguous channels, 2 < P, such that there are N*P channels in the corresponding

set of channels CSETQ);

each channel in the corresponding set of channels CSETQ) is a member

of only one of the blocks of the corresponding set of channels CSETQ); and



N and P are positive integers;

there are P contiguous P channels in each of the N blocks;

there is a root channel, CHR, amongst the contiguous P channels in each of

the N blocks;

for a given block, there are P-l other channels in addition to the root channel,

CHR;

for the given block, the other P-l channels can be determined based on the

root channel, CHR;

for any two consecutive ones of the L frames, FNQ) and FNQ+1), channels

comprising only one of the N blocks, block BKH, change between the corresponding

sets CSET(j) and CSET(j+l) such that BKH ) ≠ BKHG+1), thereby establishing how

the block BKH hops between the corresponding sets CSET(j) and CSET(j+l); and

the generating a frequency-block hopping map includes:

determining L instances of the root channel CHR corresponding to the L

frames, respectively, and

organizing the L instances of the root channel CH into a data structure

that identifies each of the same with corresponding L instances of the frame number

FN(i), respectively, with the data structure being the frequency-block hopping map.

Claim 23. The method of claim 22, wherein the generating the frequency-block

hopping schedule includes:

organizing the L instances of the set of channels CSET of channels into a data

structure that identifies, for each of the L instances of the frame number FN(i), the

N*P channels in the corresponding instance of the set of channels CSET,

respectively, with the data structure being the frequency-block hopping schedule.

Claim 24. A central node configured to wirelessly communicate with instances of

an end node, the central node comprising:

a frame tracker configured to determine a frame number, FN(i);

a beacon-signal generator configured to generate periodically an instance,

B(i), of a non-hopping beacon signal which includes:

the frame number, FN(i); and



an identification, IDCN, of the central node;

a wireless unit, including at least two receivers, configured to receive and

transmit messages, respectively;

a wireless interface configured to transmit, via the wireless unit, the instance

B(i) of the beacon signal to the instances of the end node thereby starting an elapse

of time corresponding to the frame number FN(i); and

an interpreter configured to interpret a frequency-block hopping guide

according to the frame number FN(i) and the identification IDCN thereby to

determine a corresponding set, CSET(i), of at least two channels available to the

instances of the end node for transmission thereover, respectively, during the frame

number FN(i);

wherein the frequency-block hopping guide establishes:

at total of L frames;

a set of channels CSET for each frame, respectively; and

that, for any two consecutive ones of the L frames, FN(j) and FN(j+l),

corresponding sets CSET(j) and CSET(j+l) will be different, CSET(j) ≠ CSET(j+l);

wherein the wireless interface is further configured to listen via the at least

two receivers, during the frame number FN(i), on each of the at least two channels

in the corresponding set CSET(i) for one or more transmissions from one or more of

the instances of the end nodes, respectively;

wherein i and j are non-negative integers, L is an integer and 2 < L.

Claim 25. The central node of claim 24, wherein the frequency-block hopping

guide, for any given frame FN(j), further establishes:

a corresponding set of channels CSETQ) includes N blocks, 2 < N;

each block in the corresponding set of channels CSETQ) includes P contiguous

channels, 2 < P;

each channel in the corresponding set of channels CSETQ) is a member of

only one of the blocks of the corresponding set of channels CSETQ); and

N and P are positive integers.



Claim 26. The central node of claim 25, wherein the frequency-block hopping

guide further establishes:

how, for any two consecutive ones of the L frames, FN(j) and FNQ+1),

channels comprising only one of the N blocks, block BKH, change between the

corresponding sets CSET(j) and CSETQ+1) such that BKHQ) ≠ BKH0+1), thereby

establishing how the block BKH hops between the corresponding sets CSET(j) and

CSETQ+1).

Claim 27. The central node of any of claims 24-26, wherein the central node

further comprises:

a memory; and

wherein the interpreter is further configured, at the least, to do the following:

retrieve a frequency-block hopping specification from the memory;

generate a frequency-block hopping schedule according to the

frequency-block hopping specification and the identification IDCN of the central

node; and

index the frame number FN(i) into the frequency-block hopping

schedule to yield therefrom the corresponding set CSET(i).

Claim 28. The central node of claim 27, wherein the interpreter is further

configured, at the least, to do the following:

generate a frequency-block hopping map based on the frequency-block

hopping specification and the identification IDCN of the central node; and

generate the frequency-block hopping schedule based on the frequency-block

hopping map.

Claim 29. The central node of claim 28, wherein:

the frequency-block hopping guide, for any given frame FNQ), further

establishes:

a corresponding set of channels CSETQ) includes N blocks, 2 < N;



each block in the corresponding set of channels CSETQ) includes P

contiguous channels, 2 < P, such that there are N*P channels in the corresponding

set of channels CSET(j);

each channel in the corresponding set of channels CSETQ) is a member

of only one of the blocks of the corresponding set of channels CSETQ); and

N and P are positive integers;

there are P contiguous P channels in each of the N blocks;

there is a root channel, CHR, amongst the contiguous P channels in each of

the N blocks;

for a given block, there are P-l other channels in addition to the root channel,

CHR;

for the given block, the other P-l channels can be determined based on the

root channel, CHR;

for any two consecutive ones of the L frames, FN ) and FNQ+1), channels

comprising only one of the N blocks, block BKH, change between the corresponding

sets CSETQ) and CSETQ+1) such that BKHQ) ≠ BKHQ+1), thereby establishing how

the block BKH hops between the corresponding sets CSETQ) and CSETQ+1); and

the interpreter is further configured, at the least, to do the following:

determine L instances of the root channel CHR corresponding to the L

frames, respectively, and

organize the L instances of the root channel CHR into a data structure

that identifies each of the same with corresponding L instances of the frame number

FN(i), respectively, with the data structure being the frequency-block hopping map.
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Claim 30. The central node of claim 29, wherein the interpreter is further

configured, at the least, to do the following:

organize the L instances of the set of channels CSET of channels into a data

structure that identifies, for each of the L instances of the frame number FN(i), the

N*P channels in the corresponding instance of the set of channels CSET,

respectively, with the data structure being the frequency-block hopping schedule.
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